
Since 1961

CORDUROY BRUSHING MACHINES 
Dry“ARN2  &  Wet BNR2” 



ROLLER WIDTH 2000 mm

WORKING WIDTH 1850mm

FABRIC FEED SPEED 35m/min

INSTALLED POWER 15 Kw

POWER 
ABSORPTION 8-101Kw

BRUSH SPEED 700 RPM

AIR PRESSURE 5  bar

COMPRESSED AIR 
CONSUPTION 1 m3 / h

CORDUROY BRUSHING MACHINE 
This system is the risult of more than forty years of experience  in the 
specific field of corduroy.
The brushing machines ANR2 and BNR2 have been specifically planned
and realized for the continuous brushing of corduroy fabrics. 
PATENTS protects  the innovation  introduced which have made those
brsushing machine the most technologically advanced machine and 
above all the only in conformity with CE standards.

Technical features:
Special survey transparent window lets an easy inspection inside 
the machine. The bottom part It is made of two rotary brushing-belts
that are joint together in a close ring with a development of 6100mm 
and a width of 150mm.
The bristles of the brushes are made of nylon, 50 mm high and 0.50mm in diameter inserted directly into the 
belt. (Different bristle can be required) The belts are guided by pulleys with a diameter of 315mm, which form 
a belt pattern that works on two contact points equipped with special devices which allow centralization, 
adjustment and self-stretching. The belts are driven by two 3KW A.C. motor-reducer. The upper part has two 
rotary brushes in nylon with a diameter of 260 mm and bristles with section of 0,40 mm (or different on request).
The brush are driven each by a 2,2 KW A.C. motor. Two points of contacts adjustable for the intensity 
of brushing required, with the possibility to process on “AIR” or “CONTACT”.
Graduate hand wheels permit a finest positioning of the approaching rollers to the brushes.

OPTIONAL DEVICES
At inlet: 
Steamer unit; 
Fabric’s guiding system; 
Unwinding device; 
At outlet: 
Plaiter unit;  
Winding device (batcher); 
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Carù is located at 10 minutes from the 
International Airport of Milano Malpensa

Production range:

•SUEDING MACHINES

•DUST CLEANING MACHINES

•CORDUROY MACHINES

•LASER ENGRAVING MACHINES

•SHEARING MACHINES

•RAISING MACHINES

•ULTRASONIC SLITTING/WELDING MACHINES

The power of quality
MACCHINE CARU’ S.r.l
Via Lario 4, Lonate Pozzolo (VA), Italy
Tel/Fax:+390331261485    Email:caru@carusrl.it
http://www.carusrl.it
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